
Royal Rumble Count-Up – 2011:
They Wouldn’t
Royal Rumble 2011
Date: January 30, 2011
Location: TD Garden, Boston, Massachusetts
Attendance: 15,113
Commentators: Michael Cole, Jerry Lawler, Matt Striker

This is a weird Rumble as for one year only they tried having forty
people in the Rumble instead of the usual thirty. It didn’t quite work so
they never tried it again, but for this year as a result there are only
four matches on the whole card: two world titles, a Divas match and the
Rumble itself. This is one of those rumbles I barely remember. Let’s get
to it.

The opening video is exactly what you would expect.

Smackdown World Title: Edge vs. Dolph Ziggler

Edge is defending and if he uses the spear here, Ziggler wins the title
because Vickie is a crooked boss. Dolph takes over early and pounds on
Edge in the corner but gets whipped across the ring to shift momentum.
This is during Cole’s heel phase so he’s very annoying at this point. A
gutbuster gets two for the champion and he takes things to the floor.
Ziggler is rammed into the apron and the barricade for good measure as
Edge stands tall.

As they come back in, Ziggler grabs a neckbreaker for two and hits an
elbow to the chest. Off to a chinlock as Dolph stays on the neck. The
fans cheer for Edge of course and he fights up, only to get caught in a
middle rope sunset flip. Edge comes back with a slingshot into the buckle
and now Dolph is in trouble. A rollup out of the corner gets two for Edge
but Dolph hits another neckbreaker for two of his own.

Off to the chinlock until Edge rolls out to the apron. Ziggler knocks him
into the barricade and it’s back inside for the chinlock. Edge fights up
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but they both try cross bodies to put both guys down. Ziggy misses a
Stinger Splash in the corner and Edge catches him in a flapjack to put
both guys down again. Edge counters the Fameasser into a sitout powerbomb
for two more but he can’t follow up.

The champion goes up but has to fight out of a superplex. Ziggler gets
knocked down and hit by a top rope cross body, only for Ziggler to roll
through for two. Now the fans start cheering for Ziggler as he gets two
off a dropkick. The Zig Zag misses and Edge busts out the Edgecator of
all things. Dolph grabs the rope so Edge dives at him on said ropes, only
to clothesline himself on them.

The Fameasser gets two and both guys are down again. A big boot puts
Ziggler down for about the seventh time and Edge gets into spear
position. Like an idiot, Vickie reminds him of this, allowing Dolph to
catch Edge in the sleeper. Edge rolls out of it and hits the Impaler for
two as Vickie pulls the referee out of the ring. Vickie slaps Edge but
the champion dodges a charging Dolph into a rollup for two.

She slaps Edge AGAIN so here’s Kelly Kelly to take Vickie down. In the
melee the Zig Zag hits for two and a BIG pop on the kickout. There’s the
sleeper and while trying to escape it, Edge knocks the referee down. Edge
escapes the hold with a kind of Stunner and realizes there’s no referee
or Vickie so there’s the spear to Ziggler. The referee wakes up and Edge
hits an Unprettier to retain the title.

Rating: A-. Good stuff here again although the ending is kind of stupid.
Eventually Edge would be stripped of the title for using the spear (I
can’t remember if it was here or another match) and Ziggler would have a
stupid 45 minutes or less reign. I don’t think anyone, including Dolph,
considers that a real reign but hey, Ziggler is a former world champion
so we have to respect him, right WWE?

We recap Orton vs. Miz. The champion Miz cashed in MITB on Orton back in
November and beat him in a tables match at TLC. Tonight it’s an actual
match which means Miz is likely in trouble.

Miz says he’ll win.



Raw World Title: The Miz vs. Randy Orton

Miz has Riley with him here. Orton pounds away to start as Cole is
already on his knees to suck Miz off. The champ is knocked out to the
floor and gets sent into the barricades a few time. Back in and Orton
kicks him in the face before stomping away a bit. Cole is already on one
of his rants about how noble Miz is in comparison to Edge. Orton chokes
on the ropes a bit as Cole says that Orton should have stated in advance
that he wanted to brawl.

Riley finally guillotines Orton on the top rope to give Miz a chance.
Orton shrugs the offense off and slugs Miz down, only to miss a running
knee in the corner. Cole stays on his rant about how awesome Miz is as
Riley interferes some more. Cole high fives Riley and Miz hooks a
chinlock for a bit. Striker continues his brilliance by saying Miz is
working on the midsection to set up the SKULL Crushing Finale. A running
knee to Orton’s face gets two and it’s back to the chinlock.

Randy blocks a German Suplex and elbows Miz down to break the momentum.
Miz comes right back with a big boot to the face for two and the champion
is getting frustrated. Miz goes up and gets crotched right back down,
allowing Orton to hit his daddy’s superplex for two. Randy starts his
comeback with the clotheslines and the backbreaker to send Miz to the
apron. Why would you go there against Orton? Perhaps it’s because he can
backdrop Orton out to the floor to counter and have Riley stomp away a
bit.

A top rope ax handle gets two for Miz so he pounds away on Orton’s head.
Back to the chinlock but Orton fights out of this one much faster. Not
that it matters though as Orton gets sent through the ropes and out to
the floor where Miz catapults him into the post. Orton gets back in at
nine and is all fired up, only to get punched into the corner. Randy
comes back with a clothesline and the powerslam before hitting the circle
stomp.

Riley breaks up something like a powerbomb, allowing Miz to hit a
modified Reality Check for two. Both finishers are countered and Orton
hits an Angle Slam of all things for two. I vaguely remember him using



that around this time. Miz’s attempt at walking out fails but he gets in
something we can’t see for two back inside.

Randy gets two off a rollup and there’s the Elevated DDT. Orton loads up
the RKO but here’s the New Nexus for a distraction. Riley tries to come
in but in a great looking spot, Orton LAUNCHES Riley over the top (and
over the referee) onto Nexus. The RKO hits but Punk runs in with a GTS to
keep the belt on Miz. Cole literally jumps for joy.

Rating: B. I was digging this match a lot and the ending would wind up
making a lot more sense than it does on paper here. While Punk would
obviously go on to feud with Punk for a few months, Miz would face Jerry
Lawler of all people at Elimination Chamber before moving on to the main
event of Wrestlemania. Good stuff here though and one of Miz’s best
matches ever. Gee you hear that a lot when Orton is the opponent don’t
you?

Dashing Cody Rhodes will not be here tonight because of his shattered
face. This would lead to Dr. Cody Doom which was pretty awesome and then
wound up being wasted.

Fans say who they think is going to win the Rumble.

Divas Title: Natalya vs. Laycool

Nattie beat them in a handicap match to win the title and this is the
rematch. Before anything gets going though, we have an e-mail from the
anonymous GM. We’re going to make it a four way just for the sake of
making it a fourway and we want to have a new champion.

Divas Title: Michelle McCool vs. Layla vs. Eve Torres vs. Natalya

Nattie is defending as I said and this is one fall to a finish. Laycool
goes after both other chicks to start and Eve gets double teamed. Natalya
comes back with a slingshot to send Layla into Michelle as Matt actually
tries to analyze this match. We get down to Laycool squaring off but
before they do anything, Eve and Nattie come back in.

Layla breaks up the Sharpshooter on Eve so Natalya puts the Sharpshooter
on BOTH OF THEM AT ONCE. Layla hits the neckbreaker on Eve to send her to



the floor but Michelle kicks Eve out to the floor. Michelle misses a bit
boot and takes Layla’s head off by mistake. She and the champ fight to
the floor, allowing Eve to sneak in and steal the pin with a moonsault.

Rating: D+. That might become my default rating for Divas matches as most
of them fall into the same category: not bad but nothing worth seeing at
all for the most part. The double Sharpshooter was cool but it’s a five
second sequence out of a five minute match. Also, why am I supposed to be
excited about Eve winning the title when she wasn’t even important enough
to put into the match in the first place?

Michelle is mad because she had Natalya covered at the same time but the
referee didn’t see it.

A cleanshaven Daniel Bryan is excited for the Rumble because he could
win. He’s with Gail at this point and the Bells come up to offer their
condolences for trying to hook up with Bryan. The Bellas imply they’re
better looking than Gail and a fight breaks out.

Rumble By The Numbers time!

40 entrants

1 winner

24 winners

656 losing entrants

39 eliminations by Shawn, a record

26 WWE Hall of Famers who have competed

183,932lbs that has competed in the Rumble, or 92 tons or 492 Big Shows

2 women who have competed in the Rumble

11 eliminations by Kane in 2001, a record

13 straight Rumbles for Kane, also a record

62:12 Mysterio lasted in the 2006 Rumble



1 second, the record for shortest time in the Rumble, held by Santino
Marella

3 wins by Austin

2, the number of wins that spot #1 has produced, the same as #30

70% of winners have gone on to win the title at Mania

Royal Rumble

40 entrants this year and it’s Punk at #1 and before #2 comes out, here’s
the Corre (Barrett, Jackson, Slater and Gabriel) to surround Punk. They
jump him until Punk’s Nexus guys come out for the save. The GM sends an
e-mail that says everyone not named CM Punk needs to get out or they’re
out of the Rumble. Anyway Daniel Bryan is #2 and the internet explodes.

They speed things up to start and Bryan fires off some kicks to the ribs.
Striker talks about how the internet loves this match as Bryan is sent to
the apron. The dueling chants begin and Bryan misses a dropkick in the
corner. Justin Gabriel is #3 and immediately goes after Punk. Bryan
clotheslines CM down and Gabriel misses the 450, allowing Bryan to dump
Justin out.

Zack Ryder, still a heel, is #4. He immediately takes Bryan down and hits
the Broski Boot to both guys. Bryan launches Ryder into the air for a
Rough Ryder into Punk, only to get dumped to the floor by Daniel. Back to
Punk vs. Bryan until William Regal is #5. He starts busting out the knees
to the face and some suplexes before hitting the knee trembler to Punk.
The student and the teacher (Bryan and Regal) slug it out before Punk
kicks the teacher in the head. Bryan kicks Punk in the head for kicking
Regal in the head and only Daniel is left standing.

Ted DiBiase is #6 along with Maryse. Bryan rips off kicks to Regal before
trying to dump Ted out. John Morrison is #7 to a BIG pop. He comes in
(after slipping) with a slingshot kick to Regal and the Flying Chuck to
Punk. A C4 takes Bryan down but DiBiase dumps Morrison to the apron. As
Regal is eliminated, we get at the time the best Rumble save ever, as
Morrison is knocked from the apron but catches himself on the barricade.



His feet never touch as he pulls himself up to the barricade, tightrope
walks down to the steps, jumps to said steps, kicks Regal in the head,
and gets back in. That blew my mind live.

Yoshi Tatsu (Striker calls him the Poison Fist of the Pacific Rim because
Striker likes to think he’s smart) is #8 and goes right after Punk. Husky
Harris is #9 and he beats everyone not named Punk before standing guard
over his leader. Chavo Guerrero is #10 as these intervals are getting
really short. Chavo loads up Three Amigos on DiBiase but Punk breaks it
up. Now Punk takes two of them but Morrison breaks it up at two. So this
time Morrison takes two suplexes but BRYAN breaks it up and finally
Daniel takes all three suplexes.

Chavo takes Harris down with a middle rope missile dropkick and Mark
Henry is #11. For some reason Chavo dives on him and is immediately
dumped out. Yoshi is sent out as well as JTG is #12. Michael McGillicutty
is #13 and he takes out JTG almost immediately before teaming up with
Harris to dump DiBiase. Christ Masters is #14 and puts Punk to the apron
with the Masterlock unti McGillicutty makes the save. Masters and Bryan
slug it out until Otunga is #15, giving Punk and the Nexus four members.

They gang up on and toss Bryan pretty easily and there goes Masters as
well. There goes Morrison too and the elimination of Henry clears the
ring. Tyler Reks from ECW gets to come in at #16 and you can figure out
what happens to him in about 40 seconds. Vladimir Kozlov is #17 but the
numbers catch up with him and it’s Punk who gets to do the honors. We’re
just waiting for Cena to come out now.

Instead it’s R-Truth at #18 and it’s the same result. The only highlight
is Punk hitting the knee in the corner and saying WHAT’S UP with a big
goofy grin on his face. There goes Truth but Great Khali returns at #19
to scare Punk half to death. He fights all of the Nexus off and manages
to dump Harris which is a big breakthrough. Khali chops Punk down and
Mason Ryan, also of the Nexus, is #20. After a brief slugout he puts
Khali out and we’re right back where we were.

In our second major return of the Rumble, Booker T is #21 and Striker
FREAKS. Booker fires off as many kicks as he can and hits the Bookend on



McGillicutty. You know we’re getting the Spinarooni but Ryan throws
Booker out as soon as it’s over. Punk: “WE’RE GOING TO WRESTLEMANIA!” All
hope seems to be lost but heeeeeeeeeeeere’s Cena at #22. The hometown boy
charges at the ring and puts out McGillicutty, Ryan and Otunga to get us
down to one on one.

Cena pounds away and escapes the GTS before a double clothesline puts
both guys down. Hornswoggle is #23 and is immediately kicked down by
Punk. Atta boy CM! Punk loads up the GTS but Cena escapes and this the AA
to toss Punk out. In next is Tyson Kidd at #24 and he gets caught between
Cena and Horny. The Swogg busts out a headscissors before Cena hits the
AA. In a decent visual, Horny hits an AA of his own allowing for the
elimination by Cena.

Heath Slater is #25 and DEAR GOODNESS he looks hilarious in trunks. He
might be as pale as Sheamus used to be and the visual is horrible. Horny
hits some Sweet Shin Music and a Stunner followed by a double Five
Knuckle Shuffle. There’s a Tadpole Splash and Slater is gone. Cole sounds
like he’s about to be sick. Kofi Kingston is #26 and this should be
interesting. Kofi fires off some kicks of course followed by some punches
in the corner until Jack Swagger is #27.

Cole talks about the luck of #27 and Jerry correctly points out that the
number is lucky in 30 man matches, not 40. Swagger hits the Vader Bomb on
both full sized guys but as he goes after Hornswoggle, Kofi cross bodies
Swagger down. There’s the Boom Drop with horny as a stepping stone and
it’s King Sheamus at #28. Cena takes the Irish Curse and there’s only
Horny left to face Sheamus. Horny loads up Sweet Shin Music but Cena
saves Horny from elimination. The tiny man loads up the Tadpole Splash
but gets Brogue Kicked out, thank goodness.

Mysterio is #29 and he hits a pair of headscissors on Swagger and Sheamus
but Sheamus breaks up the 619. Trouble in Paradise takes Sheamus down but
Swagger takes Kofi down. Rey hits a headscissors to put Swagger on the
apron and a 619 gets the elimination. Wade Barrett is #30 and it turns
into a bunch of mini brawls. Winds of Change take Cena down and Ziggler
is #31. There’s a pretty big talent pool in there at the moment with
Cena, Mysterio, Sheamus, Kingston, Ziggler and Barrett.



Barrett and Dolph go after Cena but Mysterio makes a save for no apparent
reason. Diesel is the final big return at #32 and there’s your big pop.
This is the appearance that set up Diesel vs. HHH and Punk for the latter
half of the year. Everyone is stunned but I think it’s just at how black
Diesel has gotten his hair. That’s some high quality polish. We get a
Diesel chant and he cleans house in a much more effective way than you
would expect. Diesel’s style is really good for something like this as he
does so many basic moves but he’s so big that they look that much more
impressive.

Drew McIntyre is #33 and we get a LOUD let’s go Diesel chant. Diesel gets
caught in 619 position and in a very rare occurrence, the move gets
booed. Alex Riley is #34 and Cole loses his mind when Miz’s music hits
again. Diesel misses a big boot and gets kicked out by Barrett. The
DIESEL chant rocks the Garden as Miz sits in on commentary. Big Show is
in at #35, so Striker talks about how much taller Show is than the
tallest player in the NHL. For once I agree with Cole when he says “WHO
CARES???” We know Big Show is tall, and simply telling us he’s taller
than a guy who is 6’9 doesn’t change anything.

Show and Diesel have a staredown in the aisle which is a FAR better (and
actual) illustration of how big Show is. McIntyre and Sheamus get dropped
by Show and there’s a chokeslam for Barrett. Show dumps Ziggler as Cena
dumps Riley. Show shoves McIntyre out as Big Zeke is #36. He immediately
throws out Show to a shockingly non-reaction. We have Barrett, Jackson,
Kingston, Cena, Mysterio and Sheamus at the moment.

Santino is #37 and literally immediately breaks his record of 1 second in
the Rumble. Jackson almost immediately decks him and knocks Santino to
the mat and out to the floor which isn’t an elimination. Remember that.
Jackson tries to put Cena out and Del Rio is #38. He’s still new at this
point and hasn’t gotten on almost everyone’s nerves yet.

Striker tells us that Riley has been eliminated five minutes after it
happens. Not only is he annoying but he’s a bad broadcaster on top of
that. Alberto wisely takes forever to get into the ring as Miz’s voice
sounds really hoarse. By long enough I mean Orton jumps him in the aisle
at #39. There’s a quick RKO to Del Rio and one for Sheamus as well. A



third hits Kofi and he’s gone. Sheamus is out too and it’s time for Cena
vs. Orton. John points to the sign but Kane’s pyro goes off at #40 to
complete the field and scare Cena to death.

So we’ve got Cena, Mysterio, Barrett, Jackson, Del Rio, Orton and Kane in
the ring. I’ve seen far worse. Kane focuses on Orton and hits the side
slam, only to be run over by Big Zeke. Jackson misses a charge though and
goes out via a low bridge. Mysterio jumps into a chokeslam grip but Rey
headscissors him out, only to be dumped by Barrett. Orton goes after
Alberto while Cena beats up Barrett. Cena gets sent to the apron but gets
back in via a shoulder to Wade’s ribs.

Things slow down again and NOW we get Cena vs. Orton. The fans barely
react to it though so Barrett breaks it up. There’s an AA to Del Rio and
here’s Riley again. He distracts Cena enough to have Miz run in and dump
Cena to get us down to Orton, Barrett and Del Rio in the ring. There’s
the backbreaker to Del Rio and Orton dumps Barrett, only to have Alberto
sneak in on him to win the Rumble.

Rating: A. This was a VERY well done Rumble as they hit the three act
structure and had a great balance of main event guys as well as new stars
and legends. While it doesn’t seem like a big shock now, Del Rio had only
been around for about four months. This would be like a member of the
Shield winning the Rumble in 2013. Excellent Rumble though and one of the
best ever.

Del Rio celebrates…….AND SANTINO CRAWLS BACK IN! He went UNDER remember
so the match isn’t over yet. Del Rio doesn’t see him coming and Santino
hits the Cobra! Cole: “OH MY GOD!!!” He goes for the elimination but Del
Rio reverses and dumps Santino out to really win. I remember watching
this and my heart STOPPED as soon as Santino got back in. The exact words
I said: “THEY WOULDN’T! THEY COULDN’T! Oh they didn’t.” This makes the
match even better as the fans LOST IT when he got back in.

Ricardo is literally on the floor screaming Del Rio to end the show.

Overall Rating: A. The worst and only bad match was the Divas and you
have looks in that one so how can this be anything below great? 2011 was
the start of the good period for WWE and they kicked it off with a bang



with a great Rumble here. This is an excellent show and well worth
checking out. Good stuff here.

Ratings Comparison

Edge vs. Dolph Ziggler

Original: A-

Redo: A-

Miz vs. Randy Orton

Original: B

Redo: B

Eve Torres vs. Natalya vs. Layla vs. Michelle McCool

Original: D

Redo: D+

Royal Rumble

Original: A

Redo: A

Overall Rating

Original: A

Redo: A

This is why I don’t see the point in redoing the newer shows: my taste
hasn’t changed much.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/01/30/royal-rumble-2011-his-name-is-al
berto-del-rio/
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Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of Wrestlemania at Amazon for just $3.99
at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0188BJRGU

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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